Arrestor Barrier

Features and Advantages

Crash Test Certified with Department of State K12 rating and ASTM M50 rating.

Two second deployment of cable net.

Reduced risk of injuring innocent drivers since barrier net "gives" while energy absorption systems are activated upon vehicle impact.

Covered below-pavement trap to keep out debris and ice.

Smooth driving across barrier. Steel lid is only 12" wide and follows crown in road.

Stops vehicles traveling in either traffic direction (proven by crash tests).

Power is backed up without interruption. The barrier remains operational during a power outage.

Safety devices, signals, alarms, cameras, warning lights, over speed detection, and wrong way detection provided.

Product Overview

The Arrestor is a net based active vehicle barrier deploying from below the pavement in 2 seconds. The barrier "gives" during an impact reducing the risk of injuring an innocent driver.

The barrier has been crash tested for multiple impacts, stopping 15,000 lb vehicles at 50+ mph.

The Vehicle Arrestor is certified with a DOS K12 rating and an ASTM M50 rating.